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“Lobbying occurs when... (an entity) urges a legislative official to take a position or action 
on specific legislation or regulation, and when the...(entity) has expended funds for that 
purpose.”  (excerpted from Lobbying, Advocacy, and nonprofit boards. 1997)

 l Direct lobbying occurs when you ask a member of a legislature to take a position 
or action on a specific piece of legislation (e.g., increase funding for a program 
under an appropriations bill or oppose a particular amendment to an authorizing 
bill) and when the organization or agency has expended funds for that purpose.  
direct lobbying also occurs when a membership organization (with a dues 
structure) encourages its members to contact and influence legislators on 
specific legislation.

 l grassroots lobbying occurs when an organization or agency communicates with 
non-members (e.g. the general public, third parties) in an effort to influence 
legislators on a specific piece of legislation or legislative issue and expends funds 
for that purpose.

 l educating members on legislative issues is not considered lobbying.

 
For volunteers:
 l there are no restrictions as long as you do not expend organizational or grant  
  funds as part of the effort.

 l Lobbying can be done by uncompensated board members without limit and 
  is not reportable.

For 501(c)(3) non-profit organizations:
 l Under the internal Revenue code, you can lobby as long as “no substantial part” of 

your organization’s activities consist of attempts to influence legislation.  Although 
there is no precise definition of “no substantial part” it is generally defined it to 
mean no more than 5% of an organization’s total activities. 

 l if you’ve made the special election under 1990 iRS lobbying rules, you can spend  
  even more of your organization’s resources for advocacy purposes.  the rules allow 

a 501(c)(3) organization to spend up to $500,000 or 20% of exempt purpose 
expenditures for “direct lobbying” and up to 25% of total lobbying expenditures for 
“grassroots lobbying.”  (the limits are higher for organization’s with higher annual 
expenses.) 

 l your time involved in researching materials, preparing materials and meeting 
with legislators or their staffs, postage, printing, taxi trips to capitol Hill, phone 
charges to members of congress, and so on must be included in the above 
calculations and are reportable to the iRS. 
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 l Under the Lobbying Reform Act of 1995, you must register as a lobbyist if you 
made two lobbying contacts and spent 20% or more of your time on lobbying and 
your organization has spent $20,000 or more on lobbying in a six-month period.

For recipients of federal funds: 
 l  you are prohibited from using federal funds for any personal service, advertisement, 

letter, telephone, printed or written material, telegram or other device for the 
purpose of influencing congress on any legislation.  the department of Justice 
and the General Accounting office have interpreted that prohibition to be against 
doing any grassroots lobbying that encourages third parties, special interest 
group or the general public to urge congress to support or oppose a legislative or 
appropriations matter.   

 l Language in the transportation equity Act of the 21st century (teA-21) added a 
restriction on state officials.  that language prohibited federal grantees and 
subgrantees from 1) urging congress to oppose or support a pending legislative 
or appropriations matter or 2) urging state or local legislators to support or oppose 
a pending legislative or appropriations matter.  in other words, you can do direct 
lobbying but only before legislation is introduced.

 l this prohibition applies to all dot funds, including nHtSA funds to states and 
their subgrantees. it also applies to state officials whose salaries are supported, in 
whole or in part with dot/nHtSA funds.

  
 l Further, federal funds cannot be used to try to earmark a federal appropriations 

or authorizing bill for a specific project.  Federal funds cannot be used to obtain, 
on a non-competitive basis, a follow-on grant.  in other words, you can’t use your 
federal grant to influence federal legislation which would allow you to get more 
funds under that grant program.

 l State and local persons who are recipients of federal grants of at least $100,000 
must sign a disclosure form and certify that they will not use the federal funds to 
influence the award of a federal grant, contract or other agreement.

 l you are not prohibited from: 
– using grant funds to contact members of congress directly prior to the 
 introduction of legislation
– providing most technical or professional services
– conducting workshops on highway safety topics (including teaching advocacy 
 skills) provided that the workshops do not focus on pending federal or 
 state legislation
– participating in a highway safety coalition except if that coalition involves 
 lobbying for specific pending legislation, or providing information to a 
 federal official
– responding to statutory or regulatory activities and requirements
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– interacting with most agency legislative liaisons
– responding to inquiries from congress, state legislatures or other officials
– presenting testimony requested by a congressional committee or  
 state legislature
– inquiring about a grant
– developing highway safety materials and generally distributing them as long 
 as they do not encourage others to influence congress or state legislatures on  
 specific legislation. 

 l in summary, you are allowed to contact congress or a state legislator directly 
about broad social, economic or similar issues (such as highway safety, 
reauthorization of safety programs, funding of federal grant programs, etc.) as long 
as you do not urge action by congress or the state legislator on a specific bill. 








